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Abstract 
Fulfilling the requirements of different applications and 
services in a real Cloud environment is extremely a big 
challenge. In this challenge the provision policies have to 
achieve the availability by allocating the  appropriate 
resource to the customer services without any conflict in 
resource demands and with determining the right amount 
of required resources for the execution of services. 
According to the work in this paper, a Resource 
Provision Optimal Algorithm (RPOA) based on Particle 
Swarm Optimization PSO has been introduced and 
implemented to find the near optimal solution of 
resource allocation with minimizing both time and cost. 
Keywords: Cloud Computing, Resources Provision, 
Particle Swarm Optimization. 

 
1. Introduction 
There are many ways by which computational power and 
data storage facilities are provided to users, sometimes it 
is necessary to them to ask for additional resource when 
the local resources are not sufficient to meet their 
requirements. The user may need to locate a large 
number of computational resources that oblige him to 
contact several different resource providers in order to 
satisfy his requirements, but when the pool of resources 
is delivered, it is often heterogeneous[1]. Cloud 
computing environment solved this problem where 
Cloud computing is a new paradigm for hosting and 
delivering services on demand over the internet where 
users access services depending on their Quality of 
services (QoS) requirements regardless to where these 
services are hosted[2], or with the heterogeneous 
resources, only he cares about how much he will pay, 
and how much time is expected to provide the required  
hardware and software resources. 
In a cloud computing environment, service providers are 
responsible for locating resources to user. Their 
traditional role is divided into two parts: the 
infrastructure providers who manage cloud platforms and 
lease resources according to a usage-based pricing 
model, and service providers who rent resources from 

one or many infrastructure providers to serve the end 
users. 
Cloud computing delivers three application layers as 
services that are infrastructure, platform, and software as 
services, which are made available as subscription-based 
services in a pay-as-you-go model to consumers as 
follows: 
1- Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): where the 
providers rent the hardware and networking equipment 
used in supporting the customer’s operations or business 
services. The client then pays on a per-use basis. With 
IaaS, the type of application the client runs does not 
matter ـــ  any application can be created or any shrink-
wrapped software can be deployed on an IaaS 
platform[3]. 
2- Platform as a Service (PaaS): is providing an existent 
managed higher-level software infrastructure for building 
particular classes of applications and services. The 
platform includes the use of underlying computing 
resources, typically billed similar to IaaS products, 
although the infrastructure is abstracted away below the 
platform. 
3- Software as a Service (SaaS): is providing specific, 
already-created applications as fully or partially remote 
services. Sometimes it is in the form of web-based 
applications and other times it consists of standard non 
remote applications with Internet-based storage or other 
network interactions[4].  
Cloud computing system has main characteristics such 
as, hardware virtualization, dynamic provision, web 
service negotiation and economies of scale[5] which 
distinguish it from other distributed systems, some of 
these characteristics can be concluded as follows: 

• Shared resource pooling: The infrastructure provider 
offers a pool of computing resources that can be 
dynamically assigned to multiple resource 
customers. Such dynamic resource assignment 
capability provides much flexibility to infrastructure 
providers to manage their own resource usage and 
operating costs. 
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• Geo-distribution and ubiquitous network access: 
Clouds are generally accessible through the Internet 
and using the Internet as a service delivery network. 
Hence any device with Internet connectivity is able 
to access cloud services.  

• Service oriented: In a cloud, each IaaS, PaaS and 
SaaS provider offers his service according to the 
Service Level Agreement (SLA) which is a deal 
between providers and customers. 

• Dynamic resource provisioning: Computing 
resources can be obtained and released on the fly. 
Compared to the traditional model that provisions 
resources according to peak demand, dynamic 
resource provisioning allows service providers to 
acquire resources based on the current demand, 
which can considerably lower the operating cost. 

• Self-organizing: Since resources can be allocated or 
deallocated on-demand, service providers are 
empowered to manage their resource consumption 
according to their own needs. Furthermore, the 
automated resource management feature yields high 
agility that enables service providers to respond 
quickly to rapid changes in service demand such as 
the flash crowd effect. 

• Utility-based pricing: Cloud computing adopts a 
pay-per-use pricing model. Utility-based pricing 
lowers service operating cost as it charges customers 
on a per-use basis[6]. 

This paper’s main problem is the need for over 
provisioning of services to meet potential peaks in 
demand. These peaks can be considerably reduced in 
favor of providing resource allocations dynamically 
according to the overall application workload. However, 
it is still needed to define rules by which the service 
should be scaled. These rules must depend on user 
requirements which is stated as QoS conditions to 
enforce the rules accordingly. So, the resource 
provisioning system controls how multiple services share 
the platform of cloud system. Some challenges face a 
resource provision system as, 1) the different scheduling 
needs which are based on the requests and available 
resources,  2) the solution must be highly scalable, as the 
framework contains thousands of nodes and there are  
hundreds of jobs with millions of tasks active at a time, 
3) the scheduling system must be fault-tolerant and 
highly available, as all the applications in the cluster 
depend on it, so the main challenge is to minimize user 
response time and minimize resource usage cost. 
Finally the rest of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 presents the related  work on resource 
provision problem in cloud computing, section 3 handles 
and discusses the provision problem in more details. 
Section 4 states the problem definition, and section 5 
represents the model implementation and evaluation. 

2. Related Work 
In order to handle huge numbers of users’ applications 
all over the world, Cloud infrastructure providers (i.e., 
IaaS providers) have established data centers in multiple 
geographical locations to achieve availability and ensure 
reliability in case of site failures. For example, Amazon 
has data centers in the US (e.g., one in the East Coast and 
another in the West Coast) and Europe [7]. However, 
these applications have some constraints as (1) the Cloud 
customers (i.e., SaaS providers) have to decide where 
they prefer the location of services to be hosted but it is 
difficult for them to determine in advance the best 
location for hosting them. (2) they don’t provide 
automatic mechanisms for scheduling customer services 
across multiple geographically distributed data centers, 
so Cloud providers may not be able to meet QoS 
expectations of their service- customers originating from 
multiple geographical locations. This necessitates 
building mechanisms for seamless federation of data 
centers of a Cloud providers to support dynamic scaling 
of applications across multiple domains in order to meet 
QoS targets of Cloud customers[7]. 
Byun; E., et. al, have suggested an architecture for the 
automatic execution of large scale workflow-based 
applications on dynamically and elastically provisioned 
computing resources. Especially, this research focuses on 
an algorithm named PBTS (Partitioned Balanced Time 
Scheduling) which estimates the minimum number of 
computing hosts required to execute a workflow within a 
user-specified finishing time. The main goal of this 
research is to minimize the resource cost, not the 
makespan of workflow [8]. Another trend in scheduling 
resource is to satisfy a minimum response time. Iqbal; 
W., et. al, have proposed a methodology and presented a 
working prototype system for automatic detection and 
resolution of bottlenecks in a multi-tier web application 
hosted on a Cloud in order to satisfy specific maximum 
response time requirements. Automatic bottleneck 
detection and resolution under dynamic resource 
management has the ability to enable Cloud 
infrastructure providers to provide SLAs for web 
applications that guarantee specific response time 
requirements. There are some limitations to this work. 
They only address scaling of the web server tier and a 
read-only database tier. This system did not address 
software configuration management [9]. 
Stillwell; M., et. al., have defined the resource allocation 
problem for a static workload of services that are fully 
contained in a single VM instance; this definition 
accounts for multiple resource dimensions, supports a 
mix of best-effort and QoS scenarios trying to promote 
performance, fairness and high resource. Algorithms that 
are used for solving this base problem are Exact solution, 
Greedy algorithms, Genetic algorithm, Vector packing 
algorithms [10].  
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Almeida et. al., have presented a self-managing 
technique that jointly addresses the resource allocation 
and admission control optimization problems in 
virtualized servers. Resource allocation and admission 
control represent key components of an autonomic 
infrastructure and are responsible for the fulfillment of 
service level agreements. The solution is designed 
considering the provider's revenues and the cost of 
resource utilization, and customers' QoS requirements 
and specified in terms of the response time of individual 
requests. Results show that this solution can satisfy QoS 
constraints while still yielding a significant gain in terms 
of profits for the provider, especially under high 
workload conditions, if compared to the alternative 
methods. Moreover, it is robust to service time variance, 
resource usage cost and workload mispredictions [11]. 
Other researchers such as , Islam et. al., have developed 
prediction-based resource measurement and provisioning 
strategies using Neural Network and Linear Regression 
to satisfy upcoming resource demands. This prediction 
framework uses statistical models which are able to 
speculate the future surge in resource requirement; thus 
enables proactive scaling to handle temporal bursty 
workload in a controllable way [12]. 
Chen and Tsai have presented a version of Discrete 
Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO) algorithm for tasks 
allocation. They use the heuristic to minimize the total 
cost of application tasks execution on Cloud Computing 
environments. Chen and Tsai claim that their proposed 
DPSO algorithm is faster than mathematical methods [4]. 
Pandey et. al, have focused on minimizing the total 
execution cost of  applications on Cloud service 
providers’ resources, such as Amazon and GoGrid3. This 
research presents a Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 
based heuristic for scheduling applications services of 
Cloud resources that try to consider both computation 
cost and data transmission cost. By comparing the cost 
savings when using PSO and existing ‘Best Resource 
Selection’ (BRS) algorithm, the results show that PSO 
can achieve as much as 3 times cost savings as compared 
to BRS, and good distribution of workload onto 
resources [13]. 
3. Resource Provision Problem 
The job scheduling to the computing resources is an NP-
complete problem, even in two simple cases: (1) 
scheduling jobs with uniform weights to an arbitrary 
number of processors and (2) scheduling jobs with 
weights equal to one or two units to two processors [13]. 
The resources in the Cloud infrastructure layer have 
different types;  

1- Hardware resources, e.g. computing power, storage, 
and machine provisioning. 

2- Software resources, e.g. middleware and 
development resources.  

3- Application resources. For example, Google has 
used Cloud Computing platform to offer Web 
applications for communication and collaboration 
[14]. 

Every required application in Cloud has different 
configuration and requirements. These requirements are 
scheduled in QoS that must be met by the resource 
allocation policies and application scheduling 
algorithms.  
Fulfilling the requirements of different applications and 
services in a real Cloud environment  is extremely a big 
challenge because of some reasons as: (i) Clouds exhibit 
varying demand, supply patterns, and system size; and 
(ii) users have heterogeneous and competing QoS 
requirements [15]. (iii) Cloud providers have to achieve 
the availability by allocating the  appropriate resource to 
the services without any conflicting in resource demands 
and with determine the right amount of resources 
required for the execution of services to minimize the 
cost from the perspective of users and maximize the 
resource utilization from the perspective of resource 
providers[8].  
Another shape of services requirements is Service-Level 
Agreements (SLAs) that is a deal between customer and 
Cloud providers, that is provided for availability or other 
quality attributes [16].  
Guaranteeing response time is another difficult problem 
faces the provision polices because of the highly 
dynamic of application traffics and difficultly of accurate 
prediction [9]. and also it not addressed by SLA. 
For this reason, the dynamic coordination and provision 
of distributed resources rapidly draw attraction from 
scientists. Some notable achievements are the resource 
virtualization and provisioning technologies such as CoD 
(Cluster on-demand) [17], Virtual Grid [18], Eucalyptus 
[19], and IaaS Cloud such as Amazon’s EC2 (Elastic 
Compute Cloud). [8] 
4. Problem Definition 
The main goal of the provisioning policy is how to 
spread the application load on convenient Cloud 
resources to achieve the optimization objective of 
satisfying customers' QoS requirements (i.e. minimizing 
both response time and cost of resource utilization and, 
in the same time, maximizing the provider profit). The 
Cloud computing service provider’s profit is achieved by 
providing high-quality services to the users through the 
efficient allocating of the resources on demand [20]. 
The main processes of the resources provision in the 
cloud computing is depicted in figure 1. the allocation 
algorithm will consider the decision, scheduling, and the 
allocation processes. According to the work in this paper, 
a Resource Provision Optimal Algorithm (RPOA)  has 
been proposed based on particle swarm optimization to 
minimize user response time, as well as the resource 
usage cost which are considered contracted to each other 
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(i.e., user response time can be decreased by increasing 
the computing resources while the cost may be reduced 
by using fewer resources that will increase the time).  

PSO has become popular due to its simplicity 
and its effectiveness in wide range of application with 
low computational cost [13]. Some of the applications 
that have used PSO are: data mining [21],  pattern 
recognition and environmental engineering [19]. The 
PSO has also been applied to solve NP-Hard problems 
like Scheduling [22] and task allocation [23]. According 
to RPOA, defining the proper way to determine the 
suitable amount of required resources will be considered 
as discussed in the next section.  

 

            Fig. 1: Abstracted diagram to resource provision process 

5. The RPOA Principles 
The main principle of scheduling policies is to consider 
resources’ prices as well as user’s available budget and 
deadline time which is known as market-oriented 
scheduling policies[24].  
According to the RPOA algorithm, the data centers are 
distributed over different resources pools. Each pool 
includes a specific resource type (e.g., computing and 
storage resources). Each computing resource is 
associated with the available number of hosts and a 
certain size of memory and has a certain power 
consumption of computing. Similarly each task workload 
is associated with the number of subtasks which require a 
certain amount of computing power or storage size 

depending on the workload type. According to the RPOA 
algorithm implementation, we consider that the work 
loads have the same priority, and in the same time, are 
independent. By considering independency of workloads, 
the measurement of  the resources cost will be more 
accurate. Another important consideration is to allow 
customers to decide how much they can pay according to 
the amount of usage they need depending on their 
available budget. 
5.1 The RPOA Algorithm Environment 
Assuming that there are ‘m’ number of available 
resources, and ‘n’ workloads that contain ‘j’ of subtasks. 
We consider some principle assumptions; fixed quantity 
of resources ‘Q ’, and each computing resource has a 

definite price ‘ jp ’ denoted by dollar and has default 

execution time ‘ jt ’ denoted by seconds. Every task i has 
a set of subtasks j that need a specific resource quantity 
denoted by ‘ q ’. Every customer can decide the price of 

each task that can be paid ‘ i
jbp ’. Another constraint is 

to ensure that for all workloads, the available resources 
must not be less than the total amount of required 
demands. 

Generally, the resources allocation problem can 

be stated as there are ‘n’ workloads that have to be 

allocated to ‘m’ different compute resources.  So, the 

PSO particles will be represented as ‘n’ dimensional 

vector that present by the position and the velocity 

vectors denoted orderly by )......,,( ,21 inii
k
ij xxxx =  to 

denote the position, and )......,,( ,21 inii
k
ij vvvv =  

denoting the velocity of jth dimension of ith particle in kth 

generation where jth dimension of the particles are  the 

number of tasks in a workflow.  

Updating position and velocity is the way to move 

toward the best position of the particle, (see Figure. 2) 

[25], these updates are calculated by the following 

equations 1, 2[26]. 

=+ )1(kvij  

)]([)]([ 2211 kxgbestrwkxpbestrwwv ijijij −+−+          (1) 

)1()()1( ++=+ kvkxkx ijijij                               (2) 
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Fig. 2: the particle movement in PSO 

The fitness function will be used to evaluate each particle 

by deciding which resource is suitable for every task. 

According to the RPOA algorithm, the utilization 

function has been introduced to define the fitness 

function. 

5.2 Utilization Function 
Assuming that N users ask for services and each service 
has a sequence of subtasks that have to be completed, a 
vector Qm  of  resources’ fixed capacity 
Q=[Q1,Q2,Q3,…….Qm] and a matrix qnm of amount, which 
is required by every task, are needed to be defined. Two 
calculation processes are needed, one for calculating 
spent time of every subtask on each resource according 
to equation 3, and the other is for calculating every paid 
and total cost for every subtask according to equation 
4,5.  

i
m

ii
j t

Q
qt *=                                                                  (3) 

i
j

i
j

i
j tbpc *=                                                                (4) 

∑ =
=

mi
i
jji tpC **                                                      (5) 

Where i
jc  is the paid cost for every subtask, and *

iC is 
the main total cost of each individual task. 
Therefore, the utilization function is a relational equation 
between time and cost which is can be calculated based 
on elasticity parameters between cost and time as defined 
in equation 6 [27]: 

t
c

c ∆
∆

= , and 
c
t

t ∆
∆

= .                                            (6)                                                            

The pseudo code of the RPOA algorithm is depicted as 
follows: 

Set n as number of tasks 
Set m as number of resources 
**Initialization of resources 
  For each resource j to m 
    Set resource’s quantity vector to 

],......,,[ 21 mj QQQQ =  
    Set resource’s price vector to 

],.........,[ 21 mj pppp =  

    Set execution time vector ],.........,[ 21 mj tttt =  
  Next 
**PSO Algorithm 
  Initialize first particle to first task 
  Initialize position vector and velocity vector  randomly 
  Set pbest vector to first particle position  
  Set gbest vector of the population 
  Set i=2, k=2 
  Repeat 
    For each particle i in the population  
       Update  vij by equation 1 
       Update xij by equation 2 
       Call fitness function(fitness_value) 
       If fitness_value of kth generation is better than 
fitness_value of kth-1 iteration then 
          Set pbest to the new position of particle i 
      Else    
      Ignore the new fitness_value 
   Next  
   Update gbest of kth generation 
   K=k+1 
   Update 01.0*ww =  
   Until (termination by reach best fitness value) 
 
Fitness function( )  
   For each task i 
      For each resource j 
      Read the required quantity ijq of every subtask 

     Read the main price of every resource ijbp  
     Calculate spent time by Eq. 3 
     Calculate demand cost by user Eq. 4 
   Next j 
   Calculate main total cost of each task by Eq. 5 
   Calculate elasticity parameters to find fitness function 
by Eq. 6 
 Next i 
 
 
6. RPOA Algorithm Implementation 
Suppose that a task contains four subtasks all these 
subtasks need 260 GB storage memory. The available 
resources are 500 GB of storage memory. Four vectors 
are used in storing the values for: 1) fixed quantity of 
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each resource (RQ-vector), 2) fixed computation cost of 
each resource (RP-vector), 3) resource computation 
processing time (RT-vector), and  4) user available 
budget for every task (BP-vector). The values for (Tq – 
matrix) resemble the quantity required by every task (see 
table [1]).  

Table1. available resources and required tasks 
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R1 150 2 $ 10 seconds 50 1.9 
R2 100 1.5 $ 15 seconds 80 0.8 
R3 100 1.3 $ 13 seconds 30 0.4 
R4 150 1.7 $ 9 seconds 100 1.3 

7. Performance Evaluation  
The total cost and time of the workflow execution, that is 
randomly distributed 16 times on the available resources 
to find the optimal distribution map, are computed using 
two algorithms. The first algorithm is to be achieved by 
applying utilization function only while the other is to be 
achieved by applying PSO with fitness function based on 
the utilization function.  
Table 2 shows the randomly sixteenth distribution 
attempts over resources with their utilization values. 

Table 2. distribution of a workflow on available resources 
Number of  
distribution 

Randomly distribution Utilization 
value 

1 3.23 $/sec 
2 3.64 $/sec 
3 3.36 $/sec 
4 3.7   $/sec 
5 3.47 $/sec 
6 3.75 $/sec 
7 3.75 $/sec 
8 3.2   $/sec 
9 3.4   $/sec 
10 4.6   $/sec 
11 3.6   $/sec 
12 3.49 $/sec 
13 3.62 $/sec 
14 3.3   $/sec 
15 3.32 $/sec 
16 

























































100    80      50     30
80    50     100     30
50    100     30     80
50    30     100     80
30    80      50    100
80    30     100     50
80    100      30     50

50     80      30   100
100     50     30     80
30     80    100     50
50     80    100     30
30     50     80    100
80    100     50     30

100     30     80     50
30     50    100     80
80     30     50    100

 
3.31 $/sec 

 
As shown in table 2- the highlighted rows are the 
minimum utilization values of distribution that satisfy 
both minimum cost and time using utilization function. 
By using PSO with utilization fitness function, the 

number of iterations has been decreased up to four to 
reach the nearest best distribution map, as shown in 
Figure 3. 
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     Fig. 3: Performance Evaluation for applying PSO with  

Utilization fn. 

Conclusions 
The goal of this paper is to find a Workload- Resource 
map WM that is commensurate with customer budget 
and suitable for deadline time. Accordingly,  maximizing 
the performance of computing resource can be achieved 
by allocating its capacity for the maximum number of 
workloads. To achieve this the Particle Swarm 
Optimization(PSO) algorithm is used with the utilization 
function in order to find the nearest optimal solution to 
our resource allocation problem. The results show that 
using PSO provides better distribution maps than that 
using utilization function only, because the number of 
iterations that reach the nearest best optimal value has 
been decreased. 
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